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Abstract 
The problem discussed in this paper is to find a minimal model which is consistent with all experimental results known 
so far in binding protein-dependent transport systems. It is clear that the binding protein in its loaded form must 
communicate with the membrane components of the cell to transfer the substrate from the outside into the inside of the 
cell. It is shown that this simple reaction etwork is not able to explain most of the experiments in this field. There is 
a suggestion that the unloaded form of the binding protein also communicates with the membrane components. We show 
in this paper that this is a possible answer since the resulting network meets all qualitative xperimental findings. Two 
mathematical models describing both situations are set up. We discuss in a mathematical nalysis the characteristics of 
the solutions of these systems and compare the results with the actual experiments. Only the rate of transport is 
experimentally accessible. Hence, we calculate the rate of transport in our artificial system and discuss its qualitative 
behaviour. 
Keywords: Modelling in biology; Pseudo steady state; Nonlinear evolution equations; Equations with two time scales 
1. A logical question of biology to mathematics 
1.1. The subject of this paper is the transport of substrate X offered to a cell through the membrane 
into the interior of the cell. From experiments [2, 41, the following are well-known facts: X enters 
the periplasm through the outer membrane. In the periplasm X meets the binding protein 
Z constantly present in the periplasm and X reacts with Z to bring about he loaded form E1 of the 
binding protein: 
kl 
X + Z ~-E  1 . (1.1) 
k t 
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Ex finds its way to the membrane components R attached to the inner membrane of the cell and 
reacts: 
k2 k4 
E~ + R~E2 -~R + Z (1.2) 
k-2 
to form the complex E 2 which dissociates to R and Z in an irreversible reaction which at the same 
time sends the substrate X into the interior of the cell. This is the end of the transport process from 
outside to inside. 
1.2. In a real-world system, it is possible to measure the velocity v of transport hrough the 
membrane by measuring the rate of accumulation of substrate X inside the cell. Obviously, v will 
depend on the concentration z(0) =: c of binding protein present in the periplasm at the beginning 
of the experiment and on the concentration x(0) = x of substrate offered to the cell for transport. 
This defines a function v(x, c) which can be measured for different values of x, c/> 0. 
From these experiments we can draw two scalar functions 
v(., c) for c fixed, v(x, .) for x fixed. (1.3) 
The experiments in I-2, 4] show that v(., c) is non-cooperative and that v(x, .) is cooperative. A real 
twice differentiable functionfis called non-cooperative if it is non-negative and bounded above for 
all o" >/0 and if 
f"(tr) < 0 for 0 ~< ~r (1.4) 
holds, f is called cooperative if it is non-negative and bounded above for all non-negative r als and 
if f "(a) changes ign for tr >I 0. 
1.3. The non-cooperativity of the first function in (1.3) and the cooperativity ofthe second function 
in (1.3) belong to the experimental results for binding protein-dependent transport systems. The 
next result of this kind involves the quantities KD, KM which belong to the characteristic values of 
transport systems. Indeed, the experiments suggest that 
KD "~ KM (1.5) 
holds. Here, KD = k_ 1/kl where kl, k_ t are the rate constants of reaction (1.1). Obviously, KD<< 1 
(or k_~ <<k 0 means that the reaction (1.1) leans to the side of Ex saying that the affinity of the 
substrate X to the transport system is high. This is a good basis for a transporter. 
For the definition of KM, we must understand that the function v(.,c) is strictly monotone 
increasing and globally bounded so that the limit 
lim v(x, c) =:  /)max((?) (1.6) 
X---~ ~O 
exists. Then, KM is the unique concentration of substrate such that 
/)(KM, C) = ½/)max(C) (1.7) 
holds. (1.7) has a unique solution since v(., c) is monotone increasing and since/)(0, c) = 0. The idea 
is that, if kM is very small, then the velocity of the transporter assumes half maximal speed for only 
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a small amount of substrate offered. This is interpreted as sensitivity of the transporter towards its 
substrate. 
Obviously, KM has the dimension of a concentration. This is also true for KD since, from (1.1), the 
dimensions of kx, k_ x are respectively (concentration- x time- 1), (time- 1). Hence, (1.5) compares 
quantities of the same dimension. 
1.4. The question which results from the scenario described in 1.2 and 1.3 reads: Are the 
experimental results ummed up in 1.2 and 1.3 consistent with the reaction scheme (1.1) and (1.2)? 
This is a question pointing to the logic of a real-world situation. Therefore, mathematics i  
(probably the only) appropriate tool for an answer. 
2. Mathematical description of a logical question from biology 
2.1. To answer the question from 1.4 we must set up a mathematical model for the network (1.1) 
and (1.2). To this end, we describe by z, el, e2, p, x the concentration at time t of the species Z, El, 
E2, R, X, respectively. The equations describing the network (1.1) and (1.2) read 
(_klx k_l 
el = k lx  - (k_ l  + k2p) 
e2 0 k2p 
~9 = - k2pel + (k-2 + kg)e2, 
2 = - k lxz  + k_ le l .  
It is obvious that we obtain the conservation laws 
z(t) + ex(t) + e2(t) = z(0) + el(0) + e2(0) =: c, 
p(t) + e2(t) = p(0) + e2(0) =: r. 
Furthermore, the implication 
e l (0)=e2(0)=0 ~ c=z(0), r=p(0)  
k4 ) (z) (z  t 
k_2 el =:A(x,p) el , 




is obvious. Therefore, in a biologically realistic situation, the constants c,r in (2.2) coincide with the 
concentration f binding protein Z and membrane components R in the system at the beginning of 
the experiment. Schropp 1-6] has shown that the evolution described by (2.1) initiated at non- 
negative initial values exists for all positive times, stays non-negative in all components and 
converges to a stationary point. 
2.2. Our purpose here is to describe the velocity v of transport dependent on c and x. To this end, 
we must realize that the processes described by the four first equations in (2.1) are very fast 
compared to the actual transport step described in the last equation of (2.1). Therefore, we put the 
first four equations in (2.1) in steady state yielding 
A(x,  p)u = O, u:= (z, el, e2) r
(2.4) 
z+e l+e2=c,  p+e2=r .  
14 
With the dimensionless quantities 
g i  = k i /k - i ,  K41 = k4 /k - i ,  i = 1,2, 
= Kax,  p= K2p,  el =- K2e l ,  e2 = K2e2, ~ = Kzz  
we easily verify that 
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(2.5) 
•1 = 1 + K42 -1- K41¢5, a2 = 2(1 + K42), ti3 -= .gfi (2.6) 
satisfy the first system in (2.4). To also satisfy the first equation in the second line of (2.4), we must 
do the following manipulation: 
/5 =t i l  + ti2 + ti3 = (~ + 1)(1 + K42 ) + fi()c + K41), 
(2.7) 
£ C_  C 
Z ~ ~Ul ,  e l  = "-£U2, e2 ~- --2/~3. 
P P P 
Introducing the dimensionless quantities 
= K2c, ~= K2r  (2.8) 
we arrive at the dimensionless numbers 
CU 1 CU 2 CU 3 
z=---c--, e l=  - ,  e2= (2.9) 
p p /3 
satisfying the first line and the first equation in the second line of (2.4). The last equation in (2.4) 
reads 
f -  15 = e2 = &i3/io 
so that we find an implicit equation 
( f - /~)p  - cxp = 0 (2.10) 
for our last variable ~. (2.10) is a polynomial equation and it is not hard to see that for Y, ~, f given, 
there is a unique solution of (2.10) satisfying 
0 ~< fi(Y,?) ~< ~-. (2.11) 
As a result, (2.9) and (2.11) is the unique solution of the steady-state situation (2.4). 
2.3. The dynamics of the process (2.1) is now restricted to its last equation 
~c(t) = - k lx ( t ) z  + k_  le l .  (2.12) 
If we put 
v = I~(0)l, x = x(0) (2.13) 
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then (2.12) yields the representation 
v = I - k - l (~z  - el)l = k-1 fflxulC __ _ u21 
=k_ lCX la  1_  --(1 + K42)1= k_ lcXg41~=k4c~ ~ _  • (2.14) 
P P P 
Comparing with (2.10), we observe K2v = k4(/7 - fi). With the dimensionless velocity 
~:= K2v/k4 (2.15) 
our result is 
~(~, e) = f -- fi(~, 8). (2.16) 
3. Cooperativity 
3.1. (2.16) describes the theoretical functions (1.3) on the basis of the network (1.1) and (1.2). Let us 
test the qualitative xperimental results from 1.2 for (2.16). To this end we consider the function 
(2.11) which is implicitly given by (2.10). This implicit equation is by virtue of (2.7) of the polynomial 
form: 
h(x, p) := ( f -  p)(xp + fix + yp + 3) - ?xp = O, 
(3.1) 
fl,~ > 1, ~>0.  
The implicit function theorem applied to (2.1) at the solution (2.11) shows that the function ~(~, c-) 
belongs to C °~ in both independent variables. Its derivatives may be calculated implicitly from 
p~hp + hx = O, 
(3.2) 
Pxxhp + px(pxhpp + 2hpx) = O. 
Here, we have already used that hx~ = 0 holds, which follows from (3.1). To calculate pxx(x,?), 
px(~,?) from (3.2), we need all the derivatives of h appearing in (3.2) at the point (~,~()~,c-)). 
Calculating these derivatives, we keep 
h()~, ~(2, ~)) = 0 (3.3) 
in mind and find 
~hx(~,/5) = - (f -/5)(y/5 + 6) < 0, 
/Shp(~,p) = -/3(~/5 + fl~ + y¢3 + 6) - (f- /5)(f l~ + 6) < 0, 
~/Shxp(~, ¢3) = - ~/5(/5 + fl) - ( f -  ¢3)(fl~ + 7/~ + 6) < 0, 
(3.4) 
hpp(~, iS) = - 2(~ + y) < 0. 
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Using fi(0, ~) = F, 0 </5(~, ~), we also easily calculate 
hx(0,/3(0, e)) = - gfi < 0, hxo(O, f(0, ~)) = - (/5 + fl + ?) < 0. (3.5) 
From (3.4) and (3.5) we deduce that all partial derivatives of h appearing in (3.2) are strictly 
negative. Then, the first equation in (3.2) yields 
Dx(~, g) = - h~/ho < 0 (3.6) 
and, as a consequence, the second equation in (3.2) shows that the equality sign in 
fix - 
Dx~(2, ~) = - -~p(pxhpo + 2hox) > 0 (3.7) 
holds. For the inequality sign in (3.7) we refer to the following calculation: 
sgn(fxhpo + 2hpx) = - sgn[ f2~ho( fxhpo  + 2hpx)] 
= sgn(~hx/~2hpp - 2~hpf~hpx) = - 1. (3.8) 
To ensure that the sign of the quantity in the second line of (3.8) is negative, we only have to 
substitute the quantities of (3.4) into the expression to show that a sum of negative terms results. 
Refering to (2.16) and using (3.6), (3.7), we find that the function f(.,c-) is strictly monotone 
increasing and of negative curvature. Hence, it is non-cooperative which is in accordance with the 
experimental findings. As an illustration see Fig. 2(A). 
3.2. To analyse the graph of the function ~(~, .), we use the same technique as in 3.1. In particular, 
we read (3.2) with x replaced by c and complete the quantities in (3.4) by 
~hc = - ~2f  = c.fhcp. (3.9) 
Also, (3.6) and (3.7) hold with x replaced by c and we can prove in the same fashion as in 3.1 that 
(3.8) is true if we replace ~ by ? everywhere. Therefore, our conclusion is that the function ~(~, .) is 
also strictly monotone increasing and of negative curvature, hence, non-cooperative for any values 
of the constants involved (compare Fig. I(A)). This result is strictly against he experimental results 
mentioned in 1.2. 
3.3. We are left with the calculation of the KM. We refer to I-1] for the expression 
KM = KD __ (f -- f)(1 + K42 + K41p) 
cp - (F-- f ) ( f  + 1 + K42)' 2~} = F -  a (3.10) 
where the parameter a appearing in the last equation of (3.10) is the unique solution of the 
quadratic equation 
( f -  a) (a  + 1 + K42 ) - -  co" = 0, 0 < o" < r. (3.11) 
Obviously, a is a function of ~ and so is ft. And the first limit in 
~--+ + oo ~'--~ + oO 
a(c-) ,0 ,  2 (c3 , e 
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follows from (3.11). The second limit is a consequence of the last equation in (3.10). Therefore, we 
conclude from (3.10) that 
K M --* 0 as 6 ~ ~ (3.12) 
(compare also Fig. 3(A)) a consequence which has never been observed in a binding protein- 
dependent transport system. This is true in particular for the consequence that KM falls consider- 
ably below KD. 
4. A possible way out of the trap 
4.1. The result of the previous section is that the reaction net (1.1) and (1.2) is not sufficient o 
explain a binding-protein-dependent transporter. One way out of this problem is to add to the 
network (1.1), (1.2) the reaction 
k3 
Z + R~E3.  (4.1) 
k-3 
This amounts to saying that not only the loaded form E1 of the binding protein Z communicates 
with the membrane component R but also the unloaded form Z. 
Let us again ask the question whether the network (1.1) and (1.2) and (4.1) above is consistent 
with the experimental findings. To answer this question we introduce the concentration e3(t) at 
time t of the complex E3. The system of differential equations reads 
(klx+k3  k l k4 k 3)/z/ 
el k -(k- i  +k2p) k-2 el 
e2 = oX k2p - (k -  2 dr k4) e2 ' 
e3 k3p 0 0 -k -3  le3fl 
= -- k2pe 1 -4- (k_ 2 + ka)e 2 - kapz d- k-ae3, (4.2) 
£c = - kxxz + k_lea. 
Note that the last equation in (4.2) coincides with the corresponding one in (2.1). All other 
equations are updated to the new situation. Analogous to (2.2) we find the conservation laws 
z(t) + ex(t) + e2(t) + e3(t) = z(O) + el(O) + e2(O) + e3(O) =:c, 
(4.3) 
p(t) + e2(t) + e3(t) = p(O) + e2(O) + e3(O) =: r  
and we also see that the implication 
el(0) = e2(0)  = e3(0) = 0 ~ c = z(0), r = p(0) (4.4) 
corresponding to (2.3) holds. It is also true that any evolution of (4.2) initiated at non-negative 
initial values exists for all times t, stays non-negative and converges to a stationary point. As in 2. l, 
this is a consequence of the Schropp Theorem [6]. 
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4.2. Next, we refer to the dimensionless constants and quantities (2.5) and we add analogously 
K3 = k3/k-3,  e3 = K2e3. (4.5) 
We need two more dimensionless numbers 
tC = K3/K2,  y = X(1 + K42 ) --  1 
and arrive after similar steps described in 2.2 at the system 
+ x(1 +/ 42 + K41/5)) = 
(p - F)(K/5 + 1) + ?x/5 = y~7. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Here, the dimensionless velocity (2.15) is used. We recognize that the first equation in (4.7) is 
analogous to the representation (2.16) and the second equation in (4.7) plays the role of (2.10). We 
cannot recover the results in 2.2 and 2,3 from (4.7) because we have multiplied at one stage of the 
calculations an equation by K 3 which implies that K 3 must be positive excluding the model 
described in Section 2. 
Naturally, we want to define the two functions f(~, c--),/5(~, c-) by (4.7): The first equation in (4.7) 
yields 
zT(~, 5) 
P)~ + x(1 + K42 + K41/5) 
(4.8) 
whereas the second equation in (4.7) takes the implicit form 
(~ - r-) (x/5 + 1) + 5x/5 = (~-/5)  
y~ 
+ x(1 + K42 + K41/5)" 
(4.9) 
It is easy to discuss that there is a unique solution ~ of the non-linear equation (4.9) satisfying 
0 </5 ~< ~, /5(~,0) = f. (4.10) 
Therefore, the dimensionless velocity ~ (2, g) is uniquely defined via (4.8) and we are interested in 
the qualitative behaviour of the graph of ~7(9~, .). Furthermore, we would like to find an expression 
for the KM of the function ~ (-, g). 
4.3. First, we turn to the last problem: To this end we see that we can easily solve (4.7) for ~, ~ as 
function of f, 5. Then,/5 is the unique positive solution of the quadratic equation in the second line 
of (4.7): 
(~ - f)(x/5 + 1) + cxp  = 7~ (4.11) 
and the first line in (4.7) represents a linear equation for 2 which can be solved as 
1 + K4z + K41/5 
= zTx (4.12) 
17 /5__/~ 
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Of course, we can also give a representation for the unique positive solution of (4.11): 
/~=~ f -6  + f -6  +4 x " (4.13) 
The concentration KM is defined via (1.7). This means that the KM appears on the left-hand side of 
(4.12) if we substitute for g the value ' ~ ~Vmax- Then (4.12) yields the representation 
1 + K42 + K41p 
KEKn = Vma,, lC (4.14) 
2e -  2¢3 - t~ma x 
where the parameter/5 is implicitly defined by 
2(ff -/7)(xt3 + 1) + 2ffx~ = 7Vmax (4.15) 
which follows from (4.11). Note that ff = K2x in (4.12) and that the KM is a quantity with the 
dimension (concentration). Hence, the left-hand side in (4.14) is dimensionless. Note K2 = Kt~ 1, so 
that (4.14) can also be written as 
1 + K42 + K41fi (4.16) 
KM = KD K/~max 2/7- 2~ -/~max 
This is quite the expression we want: It relates the KM to KD, which is the prediction of the 
experimental results described in Section 2. However, for a further discussion, we need an 
expression for fmax. This is our next target. 
4.4. By definition (1.7) we must consider (4.8) and (4.9) for £ ~ oo. It is obvious that we arrive at 
/~max(C) = /7_  Pmax, 
(4.17) 
(Pmax -- /7)(~Pmax + 1) + CKPrnax = ( /7-  Pmax)?" 
(4.16) and the first line in (4.17) yield the representation 
1 + K42 + K4xfi 
KM = KD/~:(/7- Pmax) - (4.18) 
r - -  fi + Pmax -- 
where the two parameters Pmax, P are given by 
(Pm~x --/7)(XPmax + 1 + ?) + eXpm~x = 0, 
(4.19) 
2(p -/7)(a:¢3 + 1) + 26xfi = ?(/7- Pmax) 
as can be seen from the second line in (4.17) and (4.15). (4.18) gives our representation for the KM in 
relation to the K D. (4.19) reveals the limits 
Pmax---~0, p-"*0 as6~ oo 
so that (4.18) turns into 
KM ~ KDX(1 + K42) for 6 large. (4.20) 
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From a biological point of view, the reaction of the loaded and unloaded form of the binding 
protein with the membrane components should be similar so that we may assume Ka = K2 or 
x = 1. Then, (4.20) says 
KM ~ KD(1 + K42 ) for ~ large. (4.21) 
This finally shows 
KM ~ KD for K42 << 1 and ~ large (4.22) 
which is in accordance with the experimental findings summarized in Section 2. 
4.5. Next, we turn to the discussion of the function ~ (., cO, where ~ is fixed. The inverse of this 
function is explicitly represented by (4.12) and (4.13). (4.13) shows that 13(v") is strictly monotonic 
increasing so that the denominator in (4.12) is strictly monotone decreasing. Therefore, it has 
a unique positive zero fmax. Hence, the function Y(v') defined in (4.12) is strictly monotone increasing 
in the interval [0, fmax). Therefore, the inverse function exists, has a positive derivative and 
coincides with ~ (., ~). Since the right-hand side of (4.12) tends to infinity if 17 ~ frna~ we find 
V(X,C)'*Umax as Y~ ~.  (4.23) 
Let us turn to the function ~(~,.).We can treat it in the same fashion i fwe solve (4.7)for ~,? to 
obtain 
r-~ -- ~(~ + ~(1 + K42)) 
fKK41 + .x 
- -  )(xH(fi) + 1)  
= 
(4.24) 
Our function ~(~,-) is the inverse of the function in the second line of (4.24). An easy discussion of 
(4.24) shows that it is a C°%function which is bounded and has a positive derivative. We are left 
with the problem whether the second derivative of this function changes sign to extablish 
cooperativity. To show this, we recall for any function h ~ C2(~ +, ~) the implication 
h(s) <<, M(s  ~ ~+), h'(tr) > 0, h"(~) > 0 for some o- > 0, c~ > 0 
=,, h"(fl) = O, h"(z) < 0 for some fl > 0, z > 0. (4.25) 
It is also true that fl in the second line of(4.25) is in the closed interval defined by ~ from the first line 
of (4.25) and z from the second line in (4.25). In our particular case, h(s) = ~(~, s), we can prove that 
h"(0) > 0 if7 > 0 and KK41f  2 > (2 + 1)(K42 + 1) holds. Hence, the first line in (4.25) holds with an 
arbitrary tr > 0 and ~ = 0. Therefore, the implication (4.25) yields cooperativity of the function 
f(2, .) under the conditions above. To prove that the second derivative of h at zero is strictly positive 
we calculate this derivative in an implicit way from (4.7). This calculation is a bit tedious but 
straightforward and is omitted here. 
Summarizing the results of Section 4, we find that extending the network (1.1) and (1.2) by (4.1) 
we arrive at a network which satisfies all experimental findings known so far. Hence, it is 
a candidate to describe binding protein-dependent transporters. 
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5. Quantitative considerations 
5.1. After the qualitative success of model 2 we are trying a quantitative comparison with the 
experimental literature in this section. More precisely, a master system is the maltose transporter 
described in [2]. On the theoretical side, we take our model 2 which yields the velocity of transport 
given by (4.8) and (4.9). To compute the velocity curves we need the constants 
r= K2r, tc -~ K3/K2,  K41 = k4/k-1, K42 = ka/k-2. (5.1) 
Note that ~ showing up in (4.9) is defined by 7 = to(1 + K42 ) - 1 (compare (4.6)) and is, hence, given 
if we know the information in (5.1). A quick glance at (5.1) convinces us that this information 
requires knowledge of the original quantities 
r, k_ l, k2, k_ 2, K3, k4. (5.2) 
To cut (5.2) down to 
r, k_ 1, kz, k_ 2, k4 (5.3) 
we use the plausible assumption K2 = K3 which means that the loaded and the unloaded form of 
the binding protein behave from the dynamic point of view in the same way. 
Furthermore, for the maltose system, well-established figures are 
g l  = 106 M-  a, K 2 = 104 M-  1 (5.4) 
where the first figure is from [5] and the second is a good guess. Note that (5.4) is not enough to get 
a hold of the three middle quantities in (5.3). However, quite a few calculations with different 
possibilities for these quantities uggest he values 
k-1 = ls  -1, k-2 = ls  -1, k2 = 104M -1S -1, kl = 106M -1 s -1. (5.5) 
which are in accordance with (5.4). 
After this we still have r and k4 to play with. 
5.2. Next, we must satisfy (4.22) and cooperativity of the function ~(£, .). For the latter we have 
derived the inequality 
K41K2 r2 > (1 + ~)(1 + K42) (5.6) 
and for the former (4.22) is responsible. Theoretically, (5.6) can be used to insure cooperativity. 
However, in practice we need "well-pronounced" cooperativity, which has a chance to show in 
experiments. Therefore, we are better off in not dealing with (5.6) and rather rely on pictures which 
show "pronounced cooperativity". We made numerous tudies of this type with different values for 
r and k4. The most persuasive results appeared if we put 
r = 5"10- 3 M. (5.7) 
This value is a bit too high for the maltose system. However, it can still be justified. In Fig. I(B) we 
give for three values of k4 the corresponding curves for the function 
~(~, "), x = 10- s M or ~ = xK 2 --- 10-1  (5.8) 
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Fig. 1. Dependence ofthe over all rate of transport (v) on the concentration ofbinding protein in the periplasm (c) using 
different rate constants k4, for the last step in substrate translocation. The following parameters were used for the 
computer simulation: KD=K{ 1 =k- l /k1 = 10-6M for the affinity of the binding protein towards substrate, 
K2 = K3 = 104M for the affinity of the membrane components towards the substrate-loaded binding protein, the 
unliganded binding protein, respectively. Finally, we have put x = 10-5M in Figs. I(A) and (B). Fig. I(A) represents 
model 1, where only the loaded form of the binding protein interacts with the membrane components, Fig. I(B) represents 
model 2 in which both, the substrate loaded as well as the unloaded form of the binding protein were allowed to interact 
with the membrane components. The curves, from bottom to top, represent the following decreasing rate constants k4: 
1.0, 0.5 and 0.1 s-1. Note that, in Fig. I(B), v has been divided by k4 (vertical axis) to fit all curves in one diagram. 
Notice that all three curves are cooperative since (5.6) is satisfied in all three cases. However, 
for k4 = 0.1 s-1, cooperativity is not pronounced so that we have rejected this value. We are 
left with 
k4 = 0.5 s- 1 or k4 = 1.0 s- 1 (5.9) 
from Fig. I(B). Both values are still in a range which is considered to be possible for the maltose 
system. Cooperativity becomes less pronounced as substrate concentration increases and it 
disappears at saturating substrate concentrations (compare Fig. 2(B)). 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the over all rate of transport (v) on the concentration f binding protein in the periplasm (c) at 
different constant substrate concentrations (x). The following parameters were used for the computer simulation: 
KD = K ;  1 = k_ 1/kx = 10-6M for the affinity of the binding protein towards ubstrate, K2 = K3 = 10 4 M-~ for the 
affinity of the membrane components owards the substrate-loaded binding protein, the unliganded binding protein, 
respectively. Finally, k4 = 0.1 s-~ for the rate constant of the last step in transport. Fig. 2(A) represents model 1, where 
only the loaded form of the binding protein interacts with the membrane components. Fig. 2(B) represents model 2 in 
which both, the substrate-loaded as well as the unloaded form of the binding protein were allowed to interact with the 
membrane components. The curves, from bottom to top, represent the following increasing substrate concentrations: 
10 -7, 5"10 -~, 10 -6, 10-SM for Fig. 2(A) and 5.10 -7, 10 -6, 5.10 -6, 10 -s, 10-4M for Fig. 2(B). 
Next, we must satisfy (4.22). To  this end, we draw the quot ient  KM/K  D from (4.18), (4.19) as 
a function of ~. The result is Fig. 3(B) on the basis of the parameters (4.9)• We recognize a very fast 
approach to the limit 1 + K42 which allows us to conclude the the limit occurs for 
c ~> 9.10 -2 M. (5.10) 
Note  that the hor izontal  axis in Fig. 3(B) shows a c-scale. For  c = 10-2M [3] Fig. 1 shows 
saturat ion which is in accordance with the experiments which have shown that KM and KD coincide 
on saturat ion of t ransport  velocity• 
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Fig. 3. Dependence ofKM, the concentration atwhich half maximal overall transport occurs, on the amount of binding 
protein in the periplasm, and k4, the rate constant of the last step in transport. The following parameters were used for the 
computer simulation: KD= Ki -1= k-1/kl = 10-6M for the affinity of the binding protein towards substrate, 
K2 = K3 = 104 M- 1 for the affinity of the membrane components owards the substrate-loaded binding protein and the 
unliganded binding protein, respectively. The lower curves represent the simulation with k4 = 0.1 s- 1, the upper curves 
the simulation with k4 = 0.5 s- 1. Fig. 3(A) represents model 1, where only the loaded form of the binding protein interacts 
witl~ the membrane components, Fig. 3(B) represents model 2 in which both, the substrate loaded as well as the unloaded 
form of the binding protein were allowed to interact with the membrane components. Note that KM in model 
1 extrapolates to zero at high binding protein concentrations (very high affinity) whereas in model 2 (Fig. 3(B) KM 
extrapolates with increasing binding protein concentrations from higher values to down to KD = 10 -6 M. 
This way of reasoning results in the two values 
r = 5 -10-3M and c = 10-2M (5.11) 
which yield the quot ient  c/r = 2. This figure is to be compared  with exper iments in [7] saying that 
the amount  of b inding protein is 30- to 300-fold higher than the amount  of membrane  components .  
Since t ranspor t  occurs at the interphase of the per iplasmic space and the membrane  surface, the 
effective concentrat ions c and r are in the same order of magnitude.  
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